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ANISOTROPY EFFECTS IN FERROFLUID INSTABILITIES
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We study the effects of a tangential component of a magnetic field on the instability of a layer of ferrofluid submitted to a
vertical field (Rosensweig instability). This anisotropy produces a stabilizing effect with a shift ofthe critical value ofthe normal
field, which we measured and explain here. The new axisof symmetry induces “rolls” (linesofdeflection) in the direction of the
horizontal field and influences the formation of the hexagonal pattern of peaks.

1. Introduction persion relation for capilar waves (as e~~0t_~)
excited in the interface of two fluids, in half-infinite

Ferrofluids or magnetic liquids display a great
systems, is given by [4]

variety of instabilities in magnetic fields [11. The
most typical ofthem is the instability of the free sur- 2prn w2 = op gq+aq3, (1)
faceofthe ferrofluid submitted toa normal magnetic where Pm, &p and a are the mean density of both
field as was discovered by Cowley and Rosensweig fluids, the difference in density and the surface ten-
2]. In this case a transition from a flat surface to a sion between the two fluids respectively, and g the
corrugated one with peaks occurs when the applied value of the gravity acceleration.
normal magnetic field is higher than a critical value When a normal magnetic field is applied across a
Lf~.The peaksdisplay triangular spatial symmetry at horizontal layer of ferrofluid with free surface, the
onset (each peak has six nearest neighbours) and dispersion relation (1) is modified by the presence
their profile has approximately a conical form. The of a negative term proportional to the square of the
origin of this instability is the amplification of capil- field [3,51.This is also the case of dielectric liquids
larwaves in the ferrofluid interface, submitted tonormal electrical fields [6,7].
In this note, we report our experimental study on Themodified relation then becomes

the shift of the critical value 14 when a horizontal
magnetic field is superposed, with stabilizing effect 2Prnt02 = OP gq+aq3 —AH~q2/~, (2)
[3]. The expected increase in the value ofthe thresh- where A=ji~(~e— 1)2/ (~u+ 1) where p~and ~ are the
old as a function of the horizontal magnetic field is vacuum and relative magnetic permeability of the
found to depend only on the value of the magnetic magnetic liquid respectively.
permeability

9u ofthe magnetic fluid. Wealso describe When the magnetic field increases, the frequency
the anisotropy in the formation of the instability diminishes untilH~reaches its critical valueH~~(q)
caused by a horizontal magnetic field, where w

2 becomes negative. The imaginary part of
a implies that the neutral waves get amplified

2. Theory unboundedly, hence instability of the surface. Non-
linearmechanism, which is not present in this linear

In what follows we recall the main results of the
onset value calculation for this instability. The dis- description, allows saturation and consequently the

observation ofthe bounded stationary final structure
Magistère de Physique (M.I.P.)IENS. in the formof peaks of deformation of the flat inter-

2 D.E.A. Physique théorique/ENS. face. The marginal state (w= 0) gives the law for
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H~~(q) as function of the wavenumber q of the spa- deflectedsurface, at the onset, may be represented by
tial Fourier component of the deformation of the the function
interface. The line

3
H~~(q)_—(8pg/q+aq)piA (3) h=~,h1cos(q1’x) with h—_h0. (7)

gives the boundariesbetween the stable and unstable This is the typical function describing a hexagonal
region, and the minimum of this line, occurring at pattern in thermal convection [8]. As for the onset

~ = (4Opga)’~’
2pJA calculation there only exists interest in the linear

coupling between the three modes at 1200, so the
threshold conditionmay be written as

and q~=(Opg/a)”2, (4)
w~=w~+W~+w~=0,

gives the critical value for the appliedmagnetic field
and the critical wavenumber respectively, where w2 is given by formula (5) with the respective
When a horizontal magnetic field (parallel to the projections of each q—vector on the direction ofHi,

undeflected surface) is applied, this field has a sta- (q,~= q, q
2~=— q3,~=q~/~

7~due to the triangular
bilizing effect, as was demonstrated by Zelazo and symmetry ofthe pattern, where xis the H,, direction).
Melcher [3]. They calculated the following disper- Operating in the same way as for only one mode
sion relation: (“rolls”) and developing around the critical value for
2PmW2 =Op gq+aq3 ~ and q~(these values for the onset, with H,,=0,

for the hexagonal pattern are the same as in the case
—AH2Vq2/~t+AI-1~q2 cos2 a, (5) with only one mode, as is trivial) we obtain the fol-

lowing result:
where Hh is the horizontal magnetic field and a the
angle betweenH,, and q. OH~~=tH~/4H~~. (8)
They also performed dynamic experiments with

excitation of capillary waves, verifying this relation One should notice the fact that the correction of
the valueof the onset (1/2 in the place of cos2a) nowfor fields smaller than the critical field. Fromexpres- is not a function of the orientation of the hexagonal

sion (5) it is clear that the last term (with the plus
sign) gives a shift to upper values ofthe critical mag- pattern with respect to the applied horizontal field.In addition this geometrical prefactor corresponds tonetic field (whencv= 0). A simpleexpression for this
shiftmay be derived, as an expansion of(S), around an orientation of 450 with respect to a fictitious roll.
the critical value of the wavenumber q as a conse-
quence of the applied horizontal magnetic field. So,
the expression for the change in the critical value of 3. Experiments
the verticalmagnetic field (control parameter of the
instability) as function ofthe applied horizontal field 3.1. Experimental arrangement
reads

OH~~=/2 cos2 a H~/2H~~. (6) Our experiments were performed with two kinds
of different available commercial ferrofluids: the first

This correction to ~ is a function of observable one (FF1) with /1= 2.4 is produced by surfactant as
variables and depends on the initial magnetic perme- stabilizing agent [91 and the secondone (FF2) with
ability as unique parameter. This expression is only j~ 6.9 is stabilized by ionic forces [10]. The sample
valid for linear ferrofluid, working far from containing the magnetic liquid is a cylindrical con-
saturation. tamer 160 mm in diameter placed in the center of
As is known, the spatial distribution of the peaks two Helmholtz coils of 600 mm in diameter, ensur-

has a hexagonal array produced by three wavevec- ing a vertical field homogeneity better than 3%. The
tors ofmagnitude q

1= q,, (i =1, 2, 3) with the condi- values of the critical magnetic field (onset of the
tion q1 + q2 + q3 = 0. In this case the elevation of the instability without horizontal field) for each ferro-
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fluid are HVCFFI=157±3G and ~ =130±SG. normal (to the fluid surface) component has no cir-
Anotherpair ofcoils produces a horizontal magnetic cularsymmetry. The side where the peaksappear first
fieldwith less homogeneity (10%). Thedepth of the is the onewhere the local normal field ismore intense.
layer is 10 mm, so the bond number B (or non- Experimentally we have checked this fact in observ-
dimensional height, related to the wavelength of the ing the direction of the field lines and the side where
periodical structure 2 = 10 mm) is B= 1 so there is the peaksappear first.
no correction in the dispersion relation related to the With a horizontal magnetic field above approxi-
finite height of the sample [11]. mately a sixth ofthe verticalfield we obtain rolls (we
In absence of the horizontal field, the deformed cannot observe an onset value).With H,, HVC/4, the

surface at the onset begins in the form of concentric rolls are as longas fourwavelengths ofthe hexagonal
rings (“rolls”) growing from the boundariestoward pattern. They appear near the boundary of the cyl-
the center (fig. 2a), reflecting, in our situation, the inder (always on the side where the local normal field
imperfect case of the bifurcation related to the mag- is higher) as described above. As 14 increases, and
netic enhanced meniscus wetting the side wall, reaches close to its critical value, peaks appearon the
This is the typical configuration in containers rolls near the boundary. The peaks extend toward the

within extended magnetic field homogeneity, as other side, always preceded by the same length of roll.
opposed to the case with initial development of the When the cell is full, one direction of the hexagonal
peaks in the center related to locally higher magnetic pattern is perfectly parallel to the horizontal compo-
fields, when the diameterofthe coils is notvery large. nent ofthe magnetic field.
As all the peaks do not appear together we defined This particular arrangement ofthe peaksalso exists

the critical field as the value of the vertical magnetic for lower values of the horizontal field, even when
field as the last peak appears (i.e. as the peaks com- there is no appreciable roll before the appearance of
pletely fill the container). In all our experiments we the peaks. WhenH,, is decreased (i.e. weperform new
begin in fixing the horizontal field and we increase experiments with a lower value ofH,,) the value of
(or decrease) the vertical field to study the behav- the critical field J4~diminishes, and the rolls disap-
iour of the fluid at the onset. The hysteresis in the pear, progressively replaced by the annuli; but the
value ofthe onset, iffinite, is very small in our case. peaks— which appear inone side, on the annuli — go

on appearing along directions parallel toHh. There is
3.2. Description ofthe influence ofa horizontal a competition between the rolls parallel to the field
magneticfield and the rolls in annulus. And finally, when H,, is low

(underH
0~/15) there is no apparent influence ofthe

With a non-zero horizontal field we observe new direction of the horizontal magnetic field on the dis-
phenomena: first the pattern does not grow initially position ofthe peaks.
with axisymmetry during the creation of the first
peaks; second, with a strong horizontal field, we can 3.3. Study ofthe shift ofthe onset value
see “rolls” (lines of deflection) appear before the
peaks (1% under the critical value) (fig. 2b); third, We have observed the dependence of the value of
for lower values of the horizontal field, there is no the critical vertical field H0 on the valueof the hori-
rollbutwe canobserve that one direction of the hex- zontal field H,,. We have checked that the relation
agonal pattern is parallel to the horizontal field between the square of the horizontal field and the
(q, I Hh) (fig. 2c), and fourth, the onset value is shift of the critical value is linear as we predicted in
higher. (8) for low values ofH,, (fig. 1).
It is possible to explain simply the dissymmetry of We have also observed that the ratio of the slopes

the formation ofthe peaks. As wehaveseen, the sur- of the lines obtained for FF1 and FF2 is almost in
face of the fluid is not flat: there is an enhanced quantitative agreement with our prediction: the
meniscus caused by the vertical field, along the glass observed value for the ratio of the slopes gives
side walls; this meniscus has almost a circular sym- ~UFF2//LFFI = 3.8 ±0.9, while the ratio of the values of
metry, but the magnetic field is not vertical. So its p given by the suppliers is 2.9. But the absolute slopes
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fect bifurcation. In our case we create the
FF2 inhomogeneity by placing metallic strips under the

container, the rolls appear exactlyabove the strip (fig.
A 3).

I FF1 A general property of the rolls is that, as the verti-
A cal field reachesthe onset value, the first peaks always

A appear on the rolls.
- We recall that the region where rolls exist is very

A 40 short in the space of 14 (i~.H~—~5 G—~0.05H~0).
A

0-
A

00/0

0 ________________________ 4. Conclusions
0 50 00 50 200 250 000 (1) Wemay explain the existence ofrolls by saying

that since q~do not “see” H,, (=H~),it is the first to
H~ G~uS~

2 appear and then we have rolls in the direction of the
field before hexagons. Once the field is higher, the

Fig. 1. Shift of the critical vertical magnetic field as function of field restores the coupling between modes and hex-
the squareofthe horizontal field. agonal array appears, but at a higher onset. Perhaps

a more elaborated experiment (measurement of the

are greater than expected. One source of this disa- profile of the peaks) may resolve the spatial unequal
contributions of each of the modes q~,q

2, q3 moregreement may come from the fact that we have
than our visual experiment (indeed, probably

worked in the non-linear region ofthe magnetization
curve, not far from saturation, without the necessary h3 = h2 ~ h~in formula (7), withq, I H,,). Thispoint
corrections with the values of the tangential perme- must be explored in future work.

We have observed that the field of asymmetryability [1]. modifies the onset of instability as in other cellular
structures, where the general dispersion relation may

3.4. The different kinds ofrolls (fig. 2) bewritten as [14]
—(—1 )

0(w/w
0~=c—~(Oq)

2—r’2,
The first one comes from imperfect bifurcation:

before the onset the vertical magnetic field enhances where n = 1 in dissipative (diffusive) instabilities, as
the meniscus at the wall. This deformation of the the Rayleigh—Bénard case, and n= 2 in elastic or
surface is the cause of rolls. Theserollsare parallel to propagative instabilities, as in our case; c is a relative
the boundaries of the container. In our case, we use distance to the onset; in this instability e = (H~—
a cylindrical cell and we obtain concentric circular 11~

0)/H~0w~= const = aq~/pmin this problem; ~ is
rolls separated by a distance equal to the wavelength the square ofthe amplitude of the correlation length,
of the hexagonal pattern, given by the concavity of the marginal linear curve
The secondone isobtained whena strong horizon- of stability, in our case this value is ~ = l/2q~and

tal magnetic field is added to the vertical field. The f2 is the magnitude of the anisotrope field (up to a
straight rolls are parallel to the horizontal field and constant factor). When a horizontal magnetic field
separatedby a critical wavelength. Thiscase was also is applied we obtain f2 =p(H,,/H~0)

2cos2a.
observed by Barkov and Bashtovoi [12] for very All these values are obtained by expansion of w2
strong horizontal magnetic fields and in the particu- around q

0 and ~ from eq. (5) with (H,,/H~0)
2

lar case of a square array of peaks, where the influ- (Oq/q
0)
2

ence of the external rectangular cell is not discussed The interest now is to know the non-linear contri-
[13]. butions once the onset is exceeded. It is clear that this
The third kind is createdby an artificially inhom- analysis may explain the interval between rolls and

ogeneous vertical field and is also related to imper- (perhaps deformed) hexagons.
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Fig. 2. (a) Concentric rolls in absence of horizontal field. (b) Rolls in the direction of the applied horizontal magnetic field. (c) For-
mation ofpeaks on the rolls.
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Fig. 3. (a) Roll induced by strip for H0 smaller than H00 (in the direction of the strip). (b) Formation of peaks on the roll.
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(2) In many other hydrodynamical instabilities the [2] M.D. Cowley and RE. Rosensweig, J. Fluid Mech. 38
observationof the onset valuewas used for the deter- (1967) 671.
mination of physical constants of the fluid El5]. In [3] R.E. Zelazo and J.R.Melcher, J. FluidMech. 39 (1969) 1.[4] L. Landau and E. Lifshitz, Mécanique des fluides (Mir,
our problem the point of interest is the fact that the Moscow).
relation wehave derived giving the shift ofthe onset [51J.-P. Brancher and A.SeroGuillaume, J. Mec. Theor. AppI.
value due to the stabilizing horizontal magnetic field 2 (1983) 265.
(9) is a function of only one physical parameter of [6] Ya.I. Frenkel, Collection of selected works (Dover, New
the fluid: the relative magnetic permeability a. We York, 1955).

[7] G.I. Taylor and A.D. McEvans, J. Fluid Mech. 22 (1965)have used this result for comparison between the 1.
magneticpermeabilities offerrofluids FF1 andFF2. [8] D.G. Christopherson, Q. J. Math. 11(1940) 63.
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